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A Sherlock Holmes Adventure: “The Abbey Grange”

Dear Readers and Friends,
Discovering Sherlock Holmes, and its predecessor, Discovering Dickens, were conceived by Stanford
Continuing Studies; from its beginning, this Community Reading Project has enjoyed the generous
support of many at Stanford and in Palo Alto. Those
who supported this idea have given cheerfully of their
enthusiasm, their creativity, their time, and their financial support. Many, many thanks to all of them.

Save the date!

Marco Barricelli
of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival
& the American Conservatory Theatre
will offer a free dramatic reading of

“The Adventure of the
Bruce-Partington Plans”
on the evening of April 17, 2007,

Linda Paulson, Associate Dean and Director,
Master of Liberal Arts Program
Director, Discovering Sherlock Holmes

on the Stanford University Campus.
More details soon!

We are mailing copies first-class to insure that they arrive at your home by Friday every week.
If your copy does not arrive within a reasonable time,
please contact us at sherlockholmes@stanford.edu or at 650 724-9588.

The Doctor and
the Magician:
Arthur Conan Doyle and Harry
Houdini’s Strange Friendship

I

n 1848, in a small cottage in Hydesville, New
York—an area of the state nicknamed “The
Burned-Over District” for the many
evangelical religions it
had spawned—two young
sisters started a religious
movement that would influence thousands around
the world. Kate and
Margaret Fox’s apparent
ability to communicate
with the dead created the
Spiritualist movement,
and started a craze for
séances, complete with
spirit rapping, table-turning, manifestations of ectoplasm, and mysterious
touches in the darkness.
Late in life, they confessed that it had all been
a hoax.
Celebrated escape artist and magician Harry
Houdini (1874-1926), an
old hand at fooling the
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public eye, detected in the performances of “mediums” many tricks borrowed from his trade. Joining
with the Scientific American, which offered $2,500 for
anyone who could produce a genuine spirit visitation,
he set about debunking mediums, using the resulting
scandals as a ready-made source of publicity.
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was at the other end
of the spectrum. Long interested in spiritualism,
his interest grew after the death of his beloved son
Kingsley in World War I. At first, he professed
skepticism, claiming to believe only in “reputable”
mediums. He styled himself an investigator of paranormal phenomena, and claimed to have excellent
powers of observation (like his creation, Sherlock
Holmes). From this claim followed his conviction
that, if he did not observe trickery at a séance, it must
have been genuine.
Against all probability, Conan Doyle and
Houdini became friends for a time.
More in the next issue….

Harry Houdini loved to pose for pictures in evening dress
and shackles, probably to exploit the sheer incongruity
of the combination. Picture courtesy of the McManusYoung Collection, Library of Congress
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Notes and ILLUstrations
“The Adventure of the Abbey Grange” (1)
This story takes place in 1897, before Holmes’s
“death,” but it was published in 1904.
A “grange” is a medieval farm or grain storage
building, often belonging to a religious order. “Abbey
Grange” must be an historical name for the grounds
on which Sir Eustace’s house was built.
“Come, Watson, come!” he cried. “The game is afoot.
Not a word! Into your clothes and come!” (1)
This is the most famous of all Sherlockisms.
…blurred and indistinct in the opalescent London
reek. (1)
The famous London fogs of years ago, so dear to
mystery readers’ hearts, have today disappeared
completely. Far from being simple fog, they were
composed of pollution from the burning of bituminous coal (hence the “reek,” and the often-used epithet
“greasy”). A temperature inversion, when a stable
layer of cold air stalled over the warm city miasma,
could make the fog immovable for days. In 1952,
when a particularly bad fog resulted in hundreds of
fatalities, mainly among people with respiratory weaknesses, the government finally took action to prevent
the burning of soft coal.

Frederic Dorr Steele made this beautiful cover illustration
for the American magazine Collier’s Weekly (December
1904).

“Abbey Grange, Marsham, Kent….” (1)
Kent is a county located just southeast of London.
There is no town named “Marsham” in Kent.
“Hopkins has called me in seven times, and on each
occasion his summons has been entirely justified,” said
Holmes. (1)
Hopkins also appears in “The Golden Pince-Nez”
(The Strand, July 1904), “Black Peter” (March 1905),
and “The Missing Three-Quarter” (August 1904), the
three cases preceding “The Abbey Grange.” Watson
apparently never wrote up the other four cases.
“Why do you not write them yourself?” I said, with
some bitterness.
“I will, my dear Watson. I will.” (3)
Holmes criticizes Watson’s writing several times in
the stories. He does eventually decide to write two
cases himself: “The Blanched Soldier” (The Strand,
November 1926) and “The Lion’s Mane” (December
1926). In the judgment of most readers, Watson does
a better job of narration.
The avenue ran through a noble park, between lines of
ancient elms, and ended in a low, widespread house, pillared in front after the fashion of Palladio. (3)
The greatest Italian architect of the 16th-century,
Andrea Palladio (1508-1580) influenced western
architecture for centuries with his classical revival
style. Palladio’s buildings are characterized by a

central architectural element flanked by two lesser,
symmetrical elements, and by the use of pillars. The
English baroque style, from the early 18th century, is
Palladian.
“To be with such a man for an hour is unpleasant. Can
you imagine what it means for a sensitive and high-spirited woman to be tied to him for day and night? It is a
sacrilege, a crime, a villainy to hold that such a marriage
is binding. I say that these monstrous laws of yours will
bring a curse upon the land—Heaven will not let such
wickedness endure.” (4)
Conan Doyle held strong views on the inequities of
English divorce laws, which allowed a husband to
divorce his wife for adultery, but only allowed the wife
to divorce on such grounds if the adultery were accompanied by extreme physical cruelty. This diatribe
sounds more like his voice than Lady Brackenstall’s.
…and one of them containing some dregs of bees-wing.
(7)
“Bees-wing” is a filmy substance resembling an insect’s
wing that is found in wines, such as port, that have
been aged for many years.
“…one of these multiplex knives in his possession.”
(7-8)
A “multiplex” knife is a pocketknife with a variety of
tools attached to it, such as a Swiss Army Knife.

Notes and ILLUstrations
“…had we approached the case de novo….” (8)
That is, afresh, with no preconceptions (Latin).
“We have not yet met our Waterloo, Watson, but this
is our Marengo, for it begins in defeat and ends in victory.” (9)
Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821), self-proclaimed
emperor of France, met his final defeat at Waterloo,
Belgium, in 1815, and spent the rest of his life in
exile. In the 1800 Battle of Marengo, at the start of
Napoleon’s rule of France, the Austrian army at first
forced the French to fall back, but French reinforcements eventually carried the day.
“It may be a hit or it may be a miss, but we are bound
to do something for friend Hopkins, just to justify this
second visit," said he. "I will not quite take him into my
confidence yet.” (11)
Holmes is often wary of telling the police everything
he knows, and yet, he “plays fair” with them by giving them enough hints to work out the solution. In
Holmes’s view, as long as justice is done, it does not
necessarily have to involve the authorities.
“…the shipping office of the Adelaide-Southampton
line, which stands at the end of Pall Mall….” (11)

A fictional transportation company running passengers and freight between Australia and England.
The boat was now on her way to Australia, somewhere
to the south of the Suez Canal. (11)
One of the most important (and vulnerable) shipping
lanes in the world, the Suez Canal (opened in 1869)
connects the Red Sea with the Mediterranean Sea,
cutting a 101-mile passageway through the bridge of
land between the Sinai Desert and Egypt. Without
it, English ships would have to travel around the horn
of Africa to get to the Far East or Australia.
“I believe you are a man of your word, and a white man,
and I'll tell you the whole story.” (14)
Captain Croker seems to equate skin color with
truthfulness and reliability—a not uncommon prejudice in Conan Doyle’s time.
“Not guilty, my lord,” said I.
“Vox populi, vox Dei.” (15)
“The voice of the people is the voice of God” is a
proverb whose origins are unknown, first recorded in
Charlemagne’s time.
Holmes’s court proceedings seem a bit cavalier,
considering the gravity of the offense.

A stately Palladian home in Kent, from Thomas Downes Wilmot Dearne, An Historical and Topographical
Descriptive Account of the Weald of Kent (Cranbrook, 1814)
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